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Pre-requisite Online Materials
K-5 Teachers 6-8 Teachers 9-12 Teachers Pre-Service Teachers (ECSU Students)
Register for GLOBE Workshop and Create 
GLOBE Teacher Account at: 
https://www.globe.gov/get-
trained/workshops

Register for GLOBE Workshop and 
Create GLOBE Teacher Account at: 
https://www.globe.gov/get-
trained/workshops

Register for GLOBE Workshop 
and Create GLOBE Teacher 
Account at: 
https://www.globe.gov/get-
trained/workshops

Register for GLOBE Workshop and Create 
GLOBE Teacher Account at: 
https://www.globe.gov/get-
trained/workshops

Conduct online GLOBE eTraining at: 
http://www.globe.gov/get-trained/protocol-
etraining

Conduct online GLOBE eTraining at: 
http://www.globe.gov/get-
trained/protocol-etraining

Conduct online GLOBE eTraining
at: http://www.globe.gov/get-
trained/protocol-etraining

Conduct online GLOBE eTraining at: 
http://www.globe.gov/get-
trained/protocol-etraining

• Introduction to GLOBE • Introduction to GLOBE • Introduction to GLOBE • Introduction to GLOBE
• Introduction to Atmosphere • Introduction to Atmosphere • Introduction to Atmosphere • Introduction to Atmosphere
• Clouds • Clouds • Clouds • Clouds
• Surface Temperature • Surface Temperature • Surface Temperature • Surface Temperature

Review Elementary GLOBE Teacher 
Implementation Guide: 
http://www.globe.gov/documents/348830/3
48842/ElementaryGLOBE_ImplementationGui
de_en.pdf

• Air Temperature • Air Temperature • Air Temperature

Read Elementary GLOBE Aerosols Storybook: 
http://www.globe.gov/web/elementary-
globe/overview/aerosols/story-book

Read Dr. C’s latest blog post on Urban 
Heat Islands and his Surface 
Temperature Measurement 
Campaign: http://bit.ly/2hnbLOs

Read Dr. C’s latest blog post on 
Urban Heat Islands and his 
Surface Temperature 
Measurement Campaign: 
http://bit.ly/2hnbLOs

Read Elementary GLOBE Aerosols 
Storybook: 
http://www.globe.gov/web/elementary-
globe/overview/aerosols/story-book

Review Elementary GLOBE Aerosols Learning 
Activities: 
http://www.globe.gov/web/elementary-
globe/overview/aerosols/learning-activities

Watch Recorded Webinar on Field 
Investigations, helping students and 
teachers prepare for the GLOBE 
Science Symposium: 
https://www.globe.gov/web/united-
states-of-
america/events/eventsdetail/14718/t
eacher-pd-webinar-conducting-field-
investigatio-1
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for the GLOBE Science 
Symposium: 
https://www.globe.gov/web/uni
ted-states-of-
america/events/eventsdetail/14
718/teacher-pd-webinar-
conducting-field-investigatio-1

Watch Recorded Webinar on Field 
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teachers prepare for the GLOBE Science 
Symposium: 
https://www.globe.gov/web/united-states-
of-
america/events/eventsdetail/14718/teache
r-pd-webinar-conducting-field-investigatio-
1
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Agenda ECSU F2F Training

Saturday, February 18, 2017

9:00
Welcome 
Microclimates Activity 
10:00
Watch SAGE Launch, live
GLOBE Student Research Process
Observations, Questions, Protocols
11:00
Instrument Shelter Set-Up
Review Air Temperature
Calibrating your Thermometer
11:30 Lunch 

12:00
Review Surface Temperature 
Review Clouds – Cloud Triangle
Outside Data Collection (Paper Data 
Sheets, Apps)
Review and Analyze our Data 
Enter Data on GLOBE site 
1:00
Learning Activity – Earth System
Satellite Images
Discuss GLOBE across grade bands
Wrap – up and Certificates



Welcome & Introductions

Please share
• Your name
• Your school – grade you teach or what you want 

to teach
• 1 thing you learned from online materials
• 1 thing you have questions about, or want to 

know more about



Global Learning and Observations to Benefit 
the Environment

Vision: 
– A worldwide community of students, teachers, scientists, and 

citizens working together to better understand, sustain,  and 
improve Earth's environment at local, regional, and global scales.

Mission: 
– To promote the teaching and learning of science, enhance 

environmental literacy and stewardship, and promote scientific 
discovery.



Timeout for: SAGE Launch!

https://www.globe.gov/c/blogs/find_entry?entryId=23154545

• View Launch Live on 
NASA TV: 
https://www.nasa.gov/m
ultimedia/nasatv/index.h
tml#public TODAY!

https://www.globe.gov/c/blogs/find_entry?entryId=23154545
https://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/nasatv/index.html#public


Microclimates Activity

From GLOBE’s What is Your Climate Classification Climate Foundations Activity 
http://classic.globe.gov/fsl/pdf/2011/What_Is_Your_Climate_Classification.pdf

• A microclimate is a local atmospheric zone where the climate differs from the surrounding 
area. The term may refer to areas as small as a few square meters (for example a garden 
bed) or as large as many square kilometers (for example a small town). 

• Microclimates exist, for example, near bodies of water which may cool the local 
atmosphere, or in heavily urban areas where brick, concrete, and asphalt absorb the sun’s 
energy, heat up, and re-radiate that heat to the ambient air; the resulting urban heat 
island is a kind of microclimate. 

• Another contributing factor to a microclimate is the slope or aspect of an area. South-
facing slopes in the Northern Hemisphere and north-facing slopes in the Southern 
Hemisphere are exposed to more direct sunlight than opposite slopes and are therefore 
warmer for longer periods of time. 

• Some cities or large areas are renowned for their microclimates and may have a wide 
range of extremes of temperature due to the influence of physical factors. 

http://classic.globe.gov/fsl/pdf/2011/What_Is_Your_Climate_Classification.pdf


Task 1: Sketch Grounds

From GLOBE’s What is Your Climate Classification Climate Foundations Activity 
http://classic.globe.gov/fsl/pdf/2011/What_Is_Your_Climate_Classification.pdf

http://classic.globe.gov/fsl/pdf/2011/What_Is_Your_Climate_Classification.pdf


Task 2: Factors that affect Temperature



Task 3: Select Comparison Locations

• Identify comparison areas on sketch
• Predict temperature differences



Task 4: (OUTSIDE) 
Document Sites & Measure Temperature



Task 5: Compare & Analyze



https://www.globe.gov/do-globe/for-students/be-a-scientist/steps-in-the-scientific-process



Observations

https://www.globe.gov/do-globe/for-students/be-a-scientist/steps-in-the-scientific-
process/observe-nature

• How do we make “observations”?
• What’s so important about making 

observations?  
• What makes it challenging?



Another Example: Making Observations

From Elementary GLOBE “All Year Long” Activity
https://www.globe.gov/web/elementary-globe/overview/seasons/learning-activities

Using a science notebook, let’s 
document our environment
• Both drawings and 

descriptive words

What questions do you have 
based on your observations?



Questions vs Research Questions

https://www.globe.gov/do-globe/for-students/be-a-scientist/steps-in-the-scientific-
process/pose-questions



Making Measurements Count

What non-environmental factors might influence our 
measurements?

Let’s look at current temperature across various 
instruments…  
What value would we report to GLOBE?  How do we 
know if the measurements are accurate?



Making Measurements Count

Accuracy is a measure of how well the data describe a phenomenon.
We make sure our instruments are accurate by calibrating them.
Precision is demonstrated when repeated measurements yield the
same outcome. In most GLOBE protocols, you are asked to take a
measurement multiple times – allowing for you – as well as other
scientists – to determine the precision of your data.

GLOBE Protocols provide steps and procedures for collecting data.



GLOBE Science Investigation Protocols



Instrument Shelter

Recommended Activity, Studying the Instrument Shelter
https://www.globe.gov/documents/348614/5910806d-1243-4ba3-95cd-87550a7e54a3

• Locate away from obstacles
• Place over natural surface
• Shelter should face away from 

the equator
• Temperature sensor should be 

1.5 m above the ground
• After set-up, complete the site 

definition



Temperature with Instrument Shelter

Instruments
• Digital Mulit-Day Max/Min
• Need Calibration 

Thermometer
Benefits

• Instruments already out
• Already equilibrated to 

outside
• More data



Digital Multi Day Max/Min Thermometer

Digital MultiDay Thermometer Data Sheet
https://www.globe.gov/documents/348614/00bfb4e8-384c-4d63-a781-ae1624bc97c4

• Two sensors:
• One measures air temperature
• One measures soil temperature at a depth of 

10cm
• Stores six days of max/min temperatures
• Must be reset to around the time of local solar noon 

one time when it is first set up
• The exact time it is reset is known as the Time of Reset

Air
Soil

Max Max
Min

OnOn

For both air and soil temperatures:
• Press ON button to read current temperature
• Press the Max/Min button twice to read maximum/minimum 

temperature of first day (D.1)
• Continue to press Max/Min Button once to read temperatures 

of other days (D.2-D.6)



Temperature without Instrument Shelter

Suggested activity: Building a Thermometer
https://www.globe.gov/documents/348614/e28a888c-830f-484a-8997-a660a3d48fe1

• Instruments
• Calibration Thermometer
• Sling-psychrometer

• Considerations
• Takes 3-5 min to equilibrate
• Minimize ‘influences’ when reading T

• Record every 3 min
• Avoid Direct Sun (need shade)
• Consider Ground cover

• Transporting instrumentation
• Calibration



Calibrating Temperature

Thermometer Calibration Lab
https://www.globe.gov/documents/348614/ff1147e1-6ae3-4eb1-b38c-20021910c0a8

1. Submerge calibration thermometer in an ice-water 
bath for 10-15 minutes, stir occasionally
Calibration thermometer should read between -0.5°
C and +0.5° C

2. Hang calibration thermometer in instrument shelter
Read five sets of readings 
Record and report data to the GLOBE website 



Temperature Test

Taking accurate temperature readings
Do not breathe on, touch, stand too close or expose the 
thermometer to direct sunlight when using it.
Read thermometer at eye level
Read temperature from base of indicators
Record current temperature
Record maximum and minimum temperatures
Record date and time (UTC)
If no measurement for previous day, record only current 
temperature
Reset maximum and minimum temperature markers



Calibrate IRT

You should test that the infrared thermometer is measuring 
accurately.  This can be done by testing the temperature of ice water.  
Ice water should be 32° F (0° C).  
An infrared thermometer is measuring correctly if the instrument 
reads the temperature of the ice water bath within the range of 28-36°
F (+/- 2° C). If the temperature observed is more than 36° F (+2° C), or 
less than 28° F (-2° C), try changing the battery. If the calibration still is 
off, the infrared thermometer needs to be replaced.



Surface Temperature
• Once outside, look for a good area to observe surface 

temperature.  Any surface can be used.
• Hold your arm at arm’s length and point the instrument at the 

ground.  Press the Recording Button to record the temperature. 
• Be sure to have the instrument Sensing Eye parallel to the 

surface you want to measure.  Be careful to not inadvertently 
record the temperature of your shoe or the surface in your own 
shadow.

Image: Kevn CzajkowskiSome questions to investigate: 
• How does surface temperature compare with current air temperature? 
• How does surface temperature vary with surface soil color? 
• How does surface temperature change for different cover types (grass vs. 

asphalt for instance) on a cloudy day? 
• How does the surface temperature change for different cover types when it 

is wet versus when it is dry? 



Clouds : updated Protocol planned March



Clouds : NASA Satellite Matching



Clouds : Opacity

Transparent Translucent Opaque



Clouds : Sky Conditions

Visibility

Unusually Clear

Clear

Somewhat Clear

Somewhat Hazy

Extremely Hazy

Sky Color

Deep Blue

Blue

Light Blue

Pale Blue

Milky



Elementary GLOBE: Sky Observers

https://www.globe.gov/web/elementary-
globe/overview/aerosols/learning-activities



Let’s Make Observations



Data Entry Options

Helpful tutorials about website and data entry:
https://www.globe.gov/get-trained/using-the-globe-website



Data Entry

Go to: training.globe.gov



Data Retrieval and Visualizations

https://www.globe.gov/globe-data/visualize-and-retrieve-data



Are My Data Reasonable?

Suggested Activity: The Data Game
https://www.globe.gov/documents/352961/5a184b04-9ac0-4284-be86-f5938bd43a6f

• Clouds
• Air Temperature

• Current
• Maximum
• Minimum

• Surface Temperature



Investigating Earth Systems Images

https://www.globe.gov/do-globe/for-teachers/earth-system-science-posters

Explore the Images:
• What variable did you examine and what is the range of values 

shown on the scale bars?  
• Where in the world do you find the highest and lowest values 

(the extremes) of the data in your images? 
• Why do these locations experience the extremes and not other 

locations? 
• What changes do you see through the year?
• Are any patterns in the data noticeable? 



GLOBE Implementation Across Grade Bands

• What considerations do we need to make for 
implementing GLOBE at different grade bands?

• Where does GLOBE best fit into the curriculum?



Science & Engineering Practice Skills

http://www.nextgenscience.org/

1. Asking Questions
2. Developing and using models
3. Planning and carrying out investigations
4. Analyzing and interpreting data
5. Using mathematics and computational 

thinking
6. Constructing explanations
7. Engaging in argument from evidence
8. Obtaining, evaluating and communicating 

information



Aerosols Storybook – Picture Walk

https://www.globe.gov/web/elementary-globe/overview/aerosols/story-book



Elementary GLOBE Storybooks & Inquiry



Exploring Earth Science through GLOBE 
Elementary Story Books

https://www.globe.gov/web/elementary-globe



Elementary GLOBE Progression Example
Book -> Activities -> GLOBE Data Collection



GLOBE Engagement Events

Mt. Kilimanjaro Student 
Expedition



Contact NASA Langley GLOBE Partnership

• Questions about Implementation?  Please feel free to 
contact us.

• Jessica Taylor, Lead GLOBE Trainer
jessica.e.taylor@nasa.gov
(757) 864-6358

• Partnership Webpage:
http://www.globe.gov/web/nasa-langley-research-
center/overview

mailto:jessica.e.taylor@nasa.gov
http://www.globe.gov/web/nasa-langley-research-center/overview


NASA Resources in Elementary

• NASA Education Website 
http://www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/k-
4/index.html

• NASA Science Education Lessons: 
http://nasawavelength.org/

• The Space Place: http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/
• Climate Kids: http://climatekids.nasa.gov/
• NASA e-Clips, Our World: 

http://nasaeclips.arc.nasa.gov/playlists/ourworld

http://www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/k-4/index.html
http://nasawavelength.org/
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/
http://climatekids.nasa.gov/
http://nasaeclips.arc.nasa.gov/playlists/ourworld


Our World: Sunsets and Atmospheres 
(SAGE eClips for Elementary)

Watch online at: http://science-
edu.larc.nasa.gov/skycolor/video/

http://science-edu.larc.nasa.gov/skycolor/video/
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